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Erin Kellison : Tempted by Fire before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth my time, and
all praised Tempted by Fire:
3 of 3 people found the following review helpful. Black and RedBy KarliI first read this book in Dark and Damaged
anthology. Erin Kellison has become one of my favorite authors with her Reveler serial and she didn't disappoint with
this opener to her Dragon shifter series. This book is a standalone with a very warm HEA.Thane Ealdian, an Ealdian
Black dragon, is tired of living in the human world and ready to make his last shift into retirement. The discovery of
600 year old bones changes that, however, because they are the bones of his murdered wife and young son. Emerson
Clark is a mediator who has been tasked with settling claims to the bones by both Thane and another dragon house.
Emerson grew up in the human system with a wolf shifter for a best friend. When she discovered she is a dragon
shifter she applied for financial aid, revealing herself to the dragon world. But she has never shifted and wants nothing
to do with dragons. Unfortunately the murderer is still alive, wants to destroy Thane and has plans for the Emerich
Red.I received a prerelease copy of this book with no expectation of a review. The thoughts expressed here are
voluntary and my honest opinion. I have also purchased a copy for my library.0 of 0 people found the following
review helpful. 3 stars for potential. But I wouldn't read it twice, nor be tempted to get the next in series.By
CustomerI'm happy to say that this book was fairly well edited and the characters didn't come across like teenagers.
And I was thankful that the author didn't get lazy by using love at first sight for this romance. The author also refrained
from using juvenile language when depicting how the characters viewed each other or the situations they experienced.
Thank you!!! No face palming happened while I read this book! These things prevented a lower rating.However, when
characters are grown up enough that insta-love doesn't happen, the reader should understand why two people fall for
each other. That's where this romance fell short for me. The development of the relationship was so lacking that when
they each realized that they loved the other, it was like, "Wait, what? Why?" That should have been the point when
they went from being acquaintances with a shared goal to having a personal sense of respect and non casual attraction
for the other. And in a way that they understood had some real potential for something more.This lack of character
development (not unexpectedly) carried through to the secondary characters as well.The path to discovering who was
the "bad guy" was choppy. They just bounced from one person/reason to the next. Trust, don't trust, okay, let's trust
them again. The villains motivation came across like the author was making it up as she went. The final reveal was too
pat, and fell flat for me. And no reactions were depicted to the heroes (*slight SPOILER*) caving in to a forbidden
behavior that all through the book was described as something that would prevent an HEA. Yes, you get why the hero
at that point felt the risk might be ok, but no other character had any clues about that. So there should have been a
reaction to it. Surprise or something! Ugh.The writing wasn't bad in itself. If the story development hadn't been so

rushed, it could have been a much better book.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Sweet.. A Awesome
storyBy Sharon RichmondI was gifted this book by the author for an honest review..What a Enchanting Story..Words
are hard to describe how passionate and memmerizing this story is. Thane Ryce Ealdian, dragon, has finally after 600
yeears found out what happened to his wife and son so long ago. Their remains were found buried deep in the ground
and it opened all his anger and heartache all over again. Now he no longer has to fight his dragon to succumb to his
end, once he settles his dispute and avenges their deaths he will let the dragon take over. He is in for more than that
when he meets Emerson Clark. Emerson Clark, a woman with Bloodkin heritige., or so she has been told. She grew up
in the fostercare system and doesn't believe she is a shifter dragon. She has been requested to mediate and negotiate
the Bloodkin claims on the Kingman Hills remains, thus bringing her to the Heolster house. Not getting anywhere with
the sons of Gerard Heolster's sons she moves on to Thane Ealdian, where not only will her opinions of Dragons but
also a spark is awoken in her by the giant of a man..Thane...Sweet..A Awesome story..A Must Read..
Tempted by Fire is the first in the enthralling new Dragons of Bloodfire series by New York Times best-selling author
Erin Kellison. Dragon shifter Thane Ealdian has waited 600 years to avenge the loss of his family, and finally a clue
has surfaced that implicates an old adversary. Thane will stop at nothing to seek his revenge, but to prevent violence
between the clans, the Bloodkin Triad has forced a mediator on him. Some upstart named Emerson Clark. Emerson is
fed up with all Bloodkin and how they've managed to control every aspect of her life. While she doesn't believe that
Bloodkin can shift into dragons - because, really? - she has to admit, they are exceptionally nice to look at. But once
the mediation is over, she wants nothing to do with them ever again. When Thane discovers that the clever and
beautiful Emerson is the key to uncovering the truth, he has no intention of letting her go. Although she wants to run,
she can't turn her back on Thane or her intense feelings for him. His quest pulls at her heart, just as his nearness sparks
something dangerous inside her. With evil in hot pursuit, sooner or later everything will ignite - the mediation, the
shifter within her, and their passions. Photo Credit: www.bigstock.com
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